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a b s t r a c t

First principle calculation reveals that the HCP, BCC, and FCC Mg100−xLix phases are energetically favorable
with negative heats of formation, and are predicted to be the most stable structures at 0 K when 0 ≤ x < 18,
18 ≤ x < 73, and 73 ≤ x ≤ 100, respectively. Calculation also shows that for Mg–Li phases there is an almost
linear variation of bulk moduli with composition, and crystal structure has only a little effect on bulk
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moduli. In addition, it is found that Mg3Li and MgLi have phase sequences of BCC → HCP → FCC and
BCC → FCC under high pressure, respectively, and that the anomalous mechanical instability of the HCP
MgLi phase would be attributed to its weak bonding and step-like electronic structure of valence bands.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
hase transitions
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. Introduction

During the past decades, the binary alloy system of Mg–Li has
aised great research interests due to its unique structural, mechan-
cal, electrical and thermal properties, etc. It is well known that the
imple metals of Li and Mg are regarded as alkali and alkaline-earth
etals with only one and two conduction s-electrons, respectively.

he phase transitions of the Mg–Li system at low temperature,
owever, have been found to be complicated and attractive for
any years among scientists. For instance, in 1947, Barrett [1]

rst discovered that the body-centered-cubic (BCC) Li was trans-
ormed to the structure of face-centered-cubic (FCC) under cold
orking at low temperature. Later, Barrett and Trautz [2,3] found

hat both Li and Mg–Li alloys underwent a martensitic transforma-
ion on cooling below 70 K and suggested that the new phase was
exagonal-close-packed (HCP). In 1990s, both Crisp and Maier et al.
bserved that the Mg–Li alloys were transformed to a close-packed
hombohedral structure (9R) at liquid helium temperature and
uch a structure was identified to be a low-temperature martensitic
hase [4,5].

Another interesting aspect of the Mg–Li system is that it could
e regarded as a kind of ultralight materials with high specific
trength, and is a promising candidate for commercial transport,

erospace and high-performance applications [6–10]. For exam-
le, the Mg–Li alloys were reinforced as a composite matrix by a
eries of fibers such as carbon, alumina and silicon carbide [7,8].
ecently, Furui et al. found that the Mg–Li alloys exhibited excel-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 731 88877387; fax: +86 731 88710855.
E-mail address: gonghr@gmail.com (H.R. Gong).

925-8388/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jallcom.2009.09.032
lent superplastic properties during processing [10]. Moreover, the
mechanical properties of various Mg–Li alloys were measured
experimentally [11,12]. It was found that the elastic constants of
Mg–Li alloys decreased with the increase of the Li content [11], and
there was a nonlinear variation of elastic constants with temper-
ature [12]. In addition, the Mg–Li alloys were also discovered to
possess interesting electrical, thermal, and surface properties, etc.
[13–15].

To understand the intrinsic mechanism of various properties of
Mg–Li phases, it is of importance to investigate the Mg–Li system
at an electronic scale theoretically. Regarding this respect, how-
ever, there are only several theoretical calculations of the Mg–Li
system in the literature [16–19]. For instance, the structural and
thermochemical properties of MgLi alloys were studied by means
of pseudopotential methods [16], and the electronic structures of
B2 and B32 MgLi were calculated through a linear combination of
atomic orbitals method [17]. Very recently, Counts et al. obtained
the mechanical properties of various BCC Mg–Li alloys by means
of first principles calculations [18]. It should be pointed out that
there is a lack of a thorough and systematic study of the correlation
between various properties and structures of MgLi phases in the
literature. The present study is therefore dedicated to investigate
the structural stability, mechanical properties, high-pressure phase
transition, and electronic structures of the Mg–Li system through
first principles calculation.
2. Calculation methods

The first principles calculation is based on the well-established
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) within the density
functional theory [20]. The calculation is conducted in a plane-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09258388
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jallcom
mailto:gonghr@gmail.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2009.09.032
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ig. 1. Calculated total energies of the MgLi phases with crystal structures of B2,
CC, L10, Bh, B19, B11, B32 and B1, respectively, as a function of the ratio of volume
V/V0, V0 is the equilibrium volume of the B2 phase).

ave basis, using the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method
21]. The exchange and correlation items are described by gen-
ralized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew et al. [22] and
he cutoff energies are 300 and 450 eV for plane-wave basis and
ugmentation charge, respectively. In each calculation, periodic
oundary conditions are added in three directions of the unit cell,
nd the energy criteria during the relaxation calculation are 0.01
nd 0.1 meV for electronic and ionic relaxations, respectively, while
he energy criterion is 0.001 meV for the calculation of density of
tates (DOS) and elastic constants.

At the very beginning, we did a series of test calculations, such as
he k-point convergence test. As a result, the k-mesh of 13 × 13 × 13
as adopted for all calculations. For k space integration, the tem-
erature smearing method of Methfessel–Paxton [23] was used
or dynamical calculation and the modified tetrahedron method of
löchl–Jepsen–Andersen [24] was performed for static calculation.

. Results and discussion

.1. Structural stability

In order to find out the ground-state crystal structure of the
g–Li system, five compositions, i.e., Mg3Li, MgLi, MgLi3, pure Mg

nd Li, with several possible ordered structures are selected for total
nergy calculations. As a typical example, Fig. 1 shows the corre-
ation between the total energy and the ratio of volume (V/V0) for
hese MgLi phases. One sees from the figure that the MgLi phase
ith a B2 (BCC lattice) structure has the lowest total energy and

s therefore predicted to be the most stable structure correspond-
ng to the ground state. Similarly, the A3 (HCP lattice), A1 (FCC
attice), D03 (BCC lattice), and L12 (FCC lattice) are predicted to
e the ground-state structures of Mg, Li, Mg3Li, and MgLi3 phases,
espectively (figures not shown). For convenience, the Bravais lat-
ice symbols (FCC, BCC and HCP), instead of the Strukturbericht
ypes, are adopted in the following text, tables, and figures. Accord-
ngly, Table 1 lists the calculated physical properties of these Mg–Li
hases with three common structures (BCC, FCC and HCP) as well
s relevant experimental data [25]. From this table, it is evident
hat the most stable structures of these five Mg–Li phases pre-
icted from the present calculations match well with experimental

bservations, and their lattice constants are also consistent with
xperimental data within an error of 1–2%. Moreover, the struc-
ural energy differences (�E) of these Mg–Li phases are derived and
isted in Table 1. It is of interest to see that the �E in the Mg-rich
egion is bigger than those in the Li-rich region.
Fig. 2. Total energy differences (�E) of HCP (circle symbol) and FCC (square symbol)
MgLi phases with respect to BCC as a function of Li composition, respectively. The
dotted line is the line of zero.

To further reveal the structural stability of the Mg–Li system, the
above five Mg–Li phases are expressed as the form of Mg100−xLix (x
is the atomic composition of Li), and the total energy differences of
the FCC and HCP Mg100−xLix phases with respect to the BCC struc-
tures are calculated and are shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed from
this figure that the HCP structure has lower total energy than the
BCC and FCC structures when 0 ≤ x < 18, the BCC structure is more
stable than the other two structures when 18 ≤ x < 73, while the
FCC structure is energetically more favorable when 73 ≤ x ≤ 100. It
is of interest to compare the above results with similar experimen-
tal and theoretical observations in the literature [3,16,25–28]. By
means of thermodynamic methods, Nayeb-Hashemi et al. [25] dis-
covered that the HCP structure began to transform to the BCC struc-
ture at room temperature when x > 17, and such a transition was
finished when x > 30. Moreover, Barrett [3] observed that the BCC
structure is stable at low temperature when x < 74. Using the pseu-
dopotential method, Hafner [16] found that the HCP Mg100−xLix
structure has the lowest energy when 0 ≤ x < 20 and 80 ≤ x ≤ 100,
while the BCC and FCC structures are energetically more favorable
when 20 ≤ x < 65 and 65 ≤ x < 80, respectively. Through a careful
comparison, it can be observed that that the calculated structural
stability of the Mg–Li system from the present study matches well
with the above experimental observations [3,25], and is in gen-
eral agreement with the theoretical predictions [16]. It should be
pointed out that there is a discrepancy regarding the structural sta-
bility of the Li-rich Mg100−xLix phases, i.e., HCP was predicted to be
the most stable structure when 80 ≤ x ≤ 100 by Hafner [16], while
FCC is predicted when 73 ≤ x ≤ 100 from the present study. Such
a discrepancy would be probably due to the different theoretical
methods used in the calculations, i.e., the pseudopotential method
by Hafner [16] and the PAW method in the present study. Inter-
estingly, the most stable FCC structure of pure Li derived from the
present study is in good agreement with experimental observations
of the low-temperature FCC structure by Barrett [1] and Dugdale et
al. [26], and is consistent with similar theoretical results by Staikov
et al. with a pseudopotential approach [27] and by Boettger and
Trickey through a linear combination of Gaussian type orbital [28].

The heat of formation, �Hf, is derived according to the following
formula:
�Hf = EMgmLin − mEMg − nELi

m + n
(1)

where EMgmLin , EMg and ELi are the total energies of MgmLin, pure
HCP Mg and BCC Li, respectively. After the calculation, the derived
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Table 1
Structural properties of several ordered Mg–Li phases. a is the lattice constant, �E is the structural energy difference and �Hf is the heat of formation.

Phase Structure a (Å) c/a �E (eV/atom) �Hf (kJ/mol)

This work Exp.a This work Exp.a This work Exp.b

Mg
BCC 3.583 0.0235
FCC 4.528 0.0061
HCP 3.187 3.2095 1.6297 1.6234 0

Mg3Li
BCC 3.504 3.51 0 −4.28 −2.50
FCC 4.449 0.0192 −2.43
HCP 3.170 3.196c 1.6000 1.605c 0.0065 −3.36

MgLi
BCC 3.440 3.486 0 −6.53 −3.20
FCC 4.373 0.0217 −4.35
HCP 3.090 1.6220 0.0339 −3.28

MgLi3
BCC 3.439 3.5005 0.0020 −3.28 −2.00
FCC 4.336 4.37c 0 −3.48
HCP 3.068 3.12c 1.6403 1.638c 0.0010 −3.39

Li
BCC 3.445 3.510 0.0015
FCC 4.321 4.379 0
HCP 3.068 3.111 1.6135 1.637 0.0008
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elastic constants for these ground-state FCC structures available in
the literature. Instead, the experimental elastic constants of room-
temperature BCC structures of MgLi3 and pure Li are therefore used
for comparison in Table 2.
he bold values denote the ground-state structure of various phases.
a Ref. [25].
b Ref. [28] (obtained in liquid phase).
c Linear extrapolation from experimental data.

alues of �Hf for various Mg–Li phases are all listed in Table 1. It
an be seen from this table that the values of �Hf are all negative,
nd the most stable structure has the lowest �Hf. Such negative
alues of �Hf imply that all the three common structures of Mg–Li
hases would be energetically favorable from the point of view of
hermodynamics, and the most stable structure with the lowest

Hf would be the most likely to be formed during experiments,
hich match well with experimental observations in the literature

25]. Due to the absence of experimental �Hf of solid Mg–Li phases,
he experimental �Hf of liquid MgLi phases [29] are also included
n Table 1 for the sake of comparison. It is of interest to see that
he �Hf of the FCC Mg3Li and HCP MgLi phases from the present
tudy are−2.43 and−3.28 kJ/mol, respectively, which are very close
o the experimental values of −2.50 and −3.20 kJ/mol of the corre-
ponding liquid phases [29], respectively. Note that both structures
re the most unstable structures with the highest energies among
hese three structures, such a feature of �Hf suggests that the FCC

g3Li and HCP MgLi phases should be very close to their corre-
ponding liquid phases from the point view of the phase diagram,
nd that the present calculated results regarding �Hf would be in
ood agreement with experimental observations.

To find out the intrinsic mechanism of the Mg–Li interaction,
he electronic structures of all Mg–Li phases are also calculated. As
typical example, Fig. 3 shows the total densities of states (DOSs)
f the BCC MgLi as well as the mechanical mixture of 50 at.% Mg
nd 50 at.% Li bulks (without any Mg–Li interaction). Several char-
cteristics can be seen from this figure. First, compared with the
echanical mixture, the DOSs of the BCC MgLi become more local-

zed with a bandwidth reduction of about 2 eV, signifying that a
trong chemical bonding is formed between Mg and Li atoms. Sec-
nd, due to the Mg–Li interaction, two peaks of DOSs of the BCC
gLi phase appear at the points of about 1 and 3 eV below the Fermi

evel (Ef), and the maximum peak of DOSs above the Ef is split into
everal peaks. Third, there is a negligible difference between these
wo DOSs at the Ef.
.2. Mechanical properties

The theoretical elastic constants of Mg–Li phases are calcu-
ated according to the method adopted by Wang and Ye [30], and
he main idea is presented as follows: we apply small strains to
the equilibrium lattice, determine the resulting change in total
energy, and from this information, then deduce the elastic con-
stants through quadratic polynomial fittings. Consequently, Table 2
lists the derived elastic constants of several ground-state and room-
temperature structures, as well as available experimental results
regarding the elastic constants of Mg–Li phases in the literature
[11,12,31]. It could be seen clearly from this table that the calcu-
lated elastic constants of Mg–Li phases from the present study are
in good agreement with corresponding experimental values in the
literature [11,12,31]. For instance, the C11, C12, and C44 of the BCC
Mg3Li phase are calculated to be 41.7, 24.8, and 36.4 GPa, respec-
tively, which match well with corresponding experimental values
of 41, 24, and 37 GPa, respectively [12]. It should also be pointed
out that FCC is the ground-state structure of MgLi3 and pure Li at
low temperature, while there are no any experimental results of
Fig. 3. Total densities of states (DOSs) of BCC MgLi (solid line) and mechanical
mixture of 50 at.% Mg and 50 at.% Li pure bulks (dotted line), respectively.
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Table 2
Elastic constants of single crystals and elastic moduli of polycrystalline Mg–Li phases. B is bulk modulus, G is shear modulus, E is Young’s modulus, and v is Poisson’s ratio.
All values, except v, are in the unit of GPa.

Phase Structure Type C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 B G E v

Mg HCP Present 49.7 24.4 26.8 59.7 16.1 35.0 14.3 37.7 0.32
Exp.a 59.50 26.12 21.80 61.55 16.35 34.3

Mg3Li BCC Present 41.7 24.8 36.4 30.5 20.4 50.1 0.23
Exp.b,c 41.0 24.0 37 29.7

FCC Present 29.5 28.2 27.5 28.7 9.1 24.7 0.36

MgLi BCC Present 34.1 20.0 26.5 24.7 15.7 38.8 0.24
Exp.b,c 30.5 19.5 23.4 23.2

HCP Present 9.6 48.3 12.6 44.4 11.1 23.4 18.1 43.1 0.19

MgLi3 BCC Present 22.7 16.1 13.8 18.3 7.8 20.5 0.31
Exp.b,c 19.2 15.0 11.3 16.4

FCC Present 22.4 16.3 17.3 18.3 8.8 22.7 0.29

Li BCC Present 15.1 12.7 11.4 13.5 4.9 13.1 0.34
Exp.d 14.54 12.04 11.58 12.95

FCC Present 15.3 12.5 8.0 13.5 4.1 11.1 0.36
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As a result, the calculated B, G, E, and v of the Mg–Li phases with
various polycrystalline structures are displayed in Table 2. For a
detailed comparison, Fig. 4 shows various bulk moduli of polycrys-
talline Mg–Li phases from the present study as well as experimental
Ref. [11].
b Ref. [12].
c Linear extrapolation from experimental data.
d Ref. [30].

It is of interest to investigate the mechanical stability of var-
ous Mg–Li phases. According to the strain energy theory, for a

echanically stable phase the strain energy should be positive,
nd the matrix of elastic constants should be positive, definite,
nd symmetric [32]. This theory could be expressed for the cubic
tructure as: C11 > 0, C11

2 > C12
2, and C44 > 0, and for the HCP struc-

ure as: C11 > 0, C11
2 > C12

2, C33(C11 + C12) > 2C13
2, and C11C33 > C13

2.
hrough a careful calculation, it can be deduced from Table 2 that
he elastic constants of various Mg–Li phases, except HCP MgLi, all
ollow the above strain energy theory, suggesting that these phases
hould be all mechanically stable. Such a mechanically stable fea-
ure seems consistent with the thermodynamic stability of various

g–Li phases with negative heats of formation shown in Table 1.
t should be pointed out that the HCP MgLi phase listed in Table 2
ossesses an anomalous mechanical instability, which will be dis-
ussed in Section 3.3. In addition, it is also of interest to find out
he values of the shear coefficients (C11–C12)/2 for the BCC Mg–Li
hases, as proposed by Zener [33], a small value of (C11–C12)/2 sig-
ifies that the BCC lattice is prone to transform to FCC or other
tructures through the shear of (1 1 0) [1 1̄ 0]. Consequently, the
alculated values of (C11–C12)/2 for the BCC Li, MgLi3, MgLi, and
g3Li phases are 1.2, 3.3, 7.1, and 8.95 GPa, respectively. The small

alues of (C11–C12)/2 for the BCC Li and MgLi3 phases suggest that
phase transformation would probably happen in the BCC Li-rich

egion, which is in good agreement with the experimental obser-
ations of martensitic transformations in the BCC Li-rich Mg–Li
hases [1–3]. It should be pointed out that the values of (C11–C12)/2
or the BCC Mg–Li phases from the present study are consis-
ent with the corresponding experimental data in the literature
12,31].

It is of engineering importance to derive the elastic moduli of
olycrystalline materials, which could be approximately estimated
rom elastic constants of the single crystals through Voigt’s and
euss’s approximations for maximum and minimum values of the
oduli as well as Hill’s approximation for the average value of
aximum and minimum values [34], respectively.
The Voigt’s (GV), Reuss’s (GR), and Hill’s (G) approximations are

iven as follows:

1 1

V =

15
(C11 + C22 + C33) −

15
(C12 + C13 + C23)

+ 1
5

(C44 + C55 + C66) (2)
GR = 15
4

(S11 + S22 + S33)−1 − 15
4

(S12 + S13 + S23)−1

+ 5(S44 + S55 + S66)−1 (3)

G = 1
2

(GV + GR) (4)

where Sij is the compliance matrix obtained by Sij = C−1
ij

.
The Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (v) are expressed

according to the following formulas:

E = 9BG

3B + G
(5)

v = 3B − E

6B
(6)
Fig. 4. Comparison of various bulk moduli of polycrystalline MgLi phases from the
present study as well as experimental and theoretical data in the literature [15,16].
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Table 3
Critical ratios of volume (V/V0) and values of pressures fitted from the Vinet’s EOS [41] for various phase transitions of Mg3Li and MgLi phases, respectively.

Phase BCC → FCC BCC → HCP HCP → FCC
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from BCC to HCP for the MgLi phase could not actually happen
under pressure as the transition from BCC to FCC would happen
first within the entire range of V/V0, and there is no any intersec-
tion between the HCP and FCC curves. In other words, neither BCC
V/V0 Pressure (GPa) V/V0

Mg3Li 0.87 3.0 ∼1.0
MgLi 0.39 100.7 0.28

nd theoretical data in the literature [15,16]. It can be clearly seen
rom this figure that the values of bulk moduli from different meth-
ds are in good agreement with each other, and that there is an
lmost linear relationship between bulk moduli and composition.
t should be noted that for the BCC Mg–Li phases the present val-
es of bulk moduli as well as the linear relationship also match
ell with the recent calculated results by Counts et al. [18]. It can

e also observed that at a certain composition the bulk moduli of
g–Li with different structures are close to each other, implying

hat crystal structure has only a little effect on bulk moduli of Mg–Li
hases.

.3. High-pressure phase transition

High pressure is known to influence electronic structure and
rystal packing, and plays an important role in materials properties,
uch as phase transition, superconducting phenomenon, etc. For
nstance, Li, as the simplest metal, has received considerable atten-
ion in terms of high-pressure behavior [35–38]. Very recently, first
rinciple calculation was used to study various Li–Be phases under
igh pressure, and the results show that the equilibrium immisci-
le Li–Be phases become stable or superconducting states at high
ressure with interesting electronic structures [39,40]. It should be
ointed out that Mg, as another alkaline-earth metal, has similar
roperties like Be, and it is, therefore, of importance to reveal the
igh-pressure phase transition of the Mg–Li system through first
rinciples calculation.

In the present study, the Mg3Li, MgLi, and MgLi3 phases are
elected to find out phase transitions under hydrostatic pressure
etween the common BCC, FCC, and HCP structures. The total
nergy is calculated as a function of the ratio of the volume (V/V0)
hich ranges from 1.55 to 0.2 with an interval of 0.04. The derived

otal energies of the three phases with various structures are then
tted through the Vinet’s equation of state (EOS) [41] to determine
he pressure values corresponding to different volume changes. It
hould be noted that the Vinet’s EOS, instead of other forms of EOS,
s purposely selected for the present fitting as it has good perfor-

ance for the phase under high pressure.
After the calculation, it is found that for the MgLi3 phase there

s no any high-pressure phase transitions between FCC (ground-
tate structure), BCC and HCP structures (figures no shown). For
he Mg3Li and MgLi phases, the energy differences (�E) of the FCC
nd HCP structures with respect to the BCC structure are derived
nd the results are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen from this figure
hat the �E curves as well as the line of zero intersect with each
ther, and that these intersections could be regarded as the critical
oints corresponding to the phase transitions under pressure. By
eans of fitting, the Vinet’s EOS is then used to derive the critical

ressures corresponding to the above points of phase transitions,
nd the calculated results are all listed in Table 3. Several character-
stics can be observed from Fig. 5 and Table 3. First, it can be deduced
rom Fig. 5(a) that Mg3Li has a phase sequence of BCC → HCP → FCC
nder pressure. In other words, the BCC structure, i.e., the most

table structure of Mg3Li under normal conditions, is first trans-
ormed to the HCP structure, and then to the FCC structure with
he increase of pressure. Second, it is of interest to see that for the
ransition of BCC to HCP in the Mg3Li phase, the critical volume
s almost coincident with the equilibrium volume and the corre-
Pressure (GPa) V/V0 Pressure (GPa)

∼0.0 0.69 18.3
258.5 – –

sponding pressure is very close to zero. Such a feature suggests
that the transition from BCC to HCP would be very easily achieved
for the Mg3Li phase, which is in excellent agreement with the coex-
istence of these two structures from the experimentally observed
phase diagram of Mg–Li [25]. Third, it can be observed from Table 3
that the critical ratios of volume corresponding to the phase transi-
tions of the MgLi phase are much lower, and the critical pressures
are significantly higher than those of the Mg3Li phase, implying
that the high-pressure phase transitions of the MgLi phase would
be much more difficult to happen than those of the Mg3Li phase.
Forth, it could be seen from Fig. 5(b) that MgLi has a phase sequence
of BCC → FCC under pressure, which is quite different from that of
Mg3Li. It should be pointed out that although there is an intersec-
tion between the HCP and BCC curves in Fig. 5(b), the transition
Fig. 5. Energy differences (�E) of FCC (solid lines) and HCP (dotted lines) structures
with respect to BCC for (a) Mg3Li and (b) MgLi phases under various volume changes,
respectively.
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[37] J.B. Neaton, N.W. Ashcroft, Nature (London) 400 (1999) 141.
ig. 6. Total densities of states (DOSs) of HCP MgLi (solid line) and mechanical
ixture of 50 at.% Mg and 50 at.% Li pure bulks (dotted line), respectively.

or FCC MgLi could be transformed to the HCP structure, suggesting
hat the HCP MgLi could not be obtained even under high pressure.

It is of interest to find out the anomaly of the HCP MgLi phase.
rom Table 1, it can be seen that the heat of formation of the HCP
gLi is calculated to be −3.28 kJ/mol, suggesting that the HCP MgLi

hase should be thermodynamically favorable. As related in Sec-
ion 3.2, however, it could be deduced from Table 2 that the HCP

gLi is mechanically unstable as it disobeys the strain energy the-
ry of C11

2 > C12
2 [32]. Furthermore, from Fig. 5(b) as well as the

bove analyses of high-pressure behavior, the HCP MgLi is identi-
ed to be unstable even under high pressure. It should be noted
hat such an anomalous behavior regarding the stability of the HCP

gLi phase is quite different from those of other MgLi phases. To
et a better understanding of the HCP MgLi phase, the electronic
tructure of the HCP MgLi is calculated, and Fig. 6 shows the com-
arison of the total densities of states (DOSs) of the HCP MgLi as
ell as the mechanical mixture of 50 at.% Mg and 50 at.% Li bulks

without any Mg–Li interaction). One sees from this figure that the
OSs of the HCP MgLi are similar to those of its mechanical mixture

n terms of the bandwidth, shape, and the peaks of the DOSs, etc.,
mplying that the HCP structure of MgLi should have a weak bond-
ng. Interestingly, the DOSs of the HCP structure have a remarkable
tep-like feature near the bottom of the valence band and it remains
lmost constant within the energy range of −5.5 to −3 eV. Such
n unusual electronic structure of the HCP MgLi phase would be
robably due to large size differences between the ionic cores of Li
nd Mg, i.e., as the density increases under pressure, the Li cores
tart to overlap and thereby expel valence electrons into delocal-
zed free-particle-like states in the vicinity of Mg ions [39]. It should
e emphasized that the above unusual electronic structure of the
CP MgLi phase from the present study is very similar to those of

he high-pressure Li–Be phases in two recent publications [39,40].
t should be also noted that the weak bonding and step-like fea-
ure of DOSs would probably give a reasonable explanation to the

echanical instability of HCP MgLi phase revealed from the present
tudy.
. Concluding remarks

In the present study, first principle calculation has been
onducted to investigate the structural stabilities, mechanical
roperties, and high-pressure phase transitions of the Mg–Li sys-

[
[

[
[

d Compounds 489 (2010) 130–135 135

tem. It is demonstrated that first principle calculation is able to
reveal various physical properties of MgLi phases, such as the lattice
constants, heats of formation, total energy differences, elastic con-
stants, bulk moduli, mechanical stabilities, phase transitions under
high pressure, etc. It is also shown that the electronic structures of
the MgLi phases from the present first principle calculation would
give a deeper understanding of various properties of the MgLi
phases. In addition, the calculated results are compared with exper-
imental evidences in the literature, and the agreements between
them are fairly good.
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